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In this paper we show that it is possible to extend in a natural way to
the dynamic case some basic results of the classical approach to
(static) data types. Within an appropriate framework of dynamic
structures (called d-oids), which play the same role as algebras in the
static case, we define a language of dynamic terms, also enjoying the
property of unique canonical representation; moreover, dynamic terms
constitute a free structure whenever the static terms in the underlying
static framework are so. As a main application of the above construc-
tion, we get a rather elegant kernel language for recursive definitions
of dynamic derived operations, which parallels the well-known
McCarthy's schema for a kernel applicative language. This kernel
language can be seen also as a metalanguage for expressing the seman-
tics of concrete (e.g., imperative or object-based) languages. ] 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
A static system, e.g., a data structure, is usually modeled
by some variant of the notion of algebra over a signature:
that means a (sorted) set of values (e.g., integers and
booleans), together with some additional mathematical
structure, like functions handling values (e.g. integer sum
and product). Many different formal frameworks can be
given based on this idea, e.g., total, partial, nonstrict, order-
sorted algebras: in this paper we adopt the general name of
(static) structures. Given a signature, we know how to build
terms or expressions over that; the intuitive idea is that, for
each structure over the signature, an interpretation of terms
is determined; i.e., each term denotes a fixed value in the
structure. Moreover, terms have the property of unique
canonical representation, i.e., two different terms have at
least one distinguishing interpretation.
The formal counterpart of these properties is that terms
are a free construction in the appropriate categorical
framework.
Starting from a term language, it is straightforward to
define kernel applicative languages, using a conditional
operator and recursion. That has been shown a long time
ago, on the basis of the theory of recursive functions and
lambda calculi, in some pioneering papers by McCarthy
[19]. A kernel language of this class will be referred to in the
following as ``McCarthy language.''
Our purpose in this paper is to show that it is possible to
extend in a natural way the above pattern to the
nonapplicative case, i.e., when handling, instead of (static)
data types, dynamic systems with a notion of state
(=dynamically evolving configuration) and operations that
may change that state. The intended aim is to give a clean
and natural semantics for nonapplicative languages which
does not require stores and similar machinery and does
indeed keep the nice abstract flavor typical of applicative
languages.
The key novel idea is a new algebraic structure (d-oid)
which is a dynamic counterpart of the notion of static data
type. D-oids have been introduced in [5, 4]. Basically,
a d-oid consists in a set of instant structures and a set
of dynamic operations. An instant structure is a static
structure, e.g., an algebra; a dynamic operation is a transfor-
mation of instant structures with an associated point to
point map, which allows us to keep track of the transforma-
tions of single objects and, thus, is called a tracking map.
Usual values, like integers and booleans, are viewed as
``constant'' objects, which exist in each instant structure and
never change. If one wants to stress the difference, then a
specialized version of d-oids can be adopted, where an
explicit ``value part'' is introduced; the corresponding theory
is straightforward and does not introduce any novelty.
Here, in a paper more devoted to a basic mathematical
presentation, we prefer to give a unified treatment which
does not distinguish between pure values and proper
objects.
Within the framework of d-oids, we define a language of
dynamic terms with the property of unique canonical
representation; dynamic terms constitute a d-oid, the term
d-oid, which is a free construction whenever the static terms
in the underlying static framework are so. As a main
application of the above construction, we get a rather
elegant kernel language for recursive definitions of dynamic
derived operations which parallels McCarthy's schema.
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Our work is somehow ``institution independent'' since our
dynamic framework is built ``on top'' of a static framework
which acts like a parameter; anyway, we refer only to the
``model part'' of the institution notion, since we are not con-
sidering a specification language.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we intro-
duce basic definitions about d-oids. For an extended presen-
tation, including an equivalent categorical presentation of
the notions of dynamic operation and d-oid morphism see
[4], to which we refer also for examples of formalization of
systems using d-oids and for an extended discussion about
related work. In Section 3 we give our main technical result:
the construction of the d-oid of dynamic terms, which is
shown to be a free structure (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). In
Section 4 we propose a language of dynamic expressions
which is semantically equivalent to the language of dynamic
terms, but more convenient for practical purposes, and
extend it by conditional and recursion for getting our kernel
language. Finally in the conclusions we also mention some
related work.
2. FROM STATIC TO DYNAMIC DATA TYPES
In the following we recall the notion of a d-oid (see [4]
also for explanations); the idea is to define in a
parameterized way, on top of a fixed static framework, an
associated dynamic framework.
2.1. D-oids
The frameworks we consider are many-sorted; i.e., we
have a set of sorts (indexes) S, and a structure in the under-
lying static framework is an S-family of sets enriched by
some mathematical structure. Let in what follows, for each
set S, Fam(S) be the category whose objects are S-families
of sets and whose morphisms are S-families of partial maps.
Definition 2.1. A static framework is a 4-tuple
ST=(Sig, Sorts, St, |&|) s.t.:
v Sig is class of signatures;
v Sorts: Sig  Set is a map giving, for each signature 7,
the set of the sorts;
v St is a map giving, for each signature 7, the class of the
(static) structures over 7 or 7-structures;
v |&| is a Sig-family of maps, |&|7 : St(7)  Fam(S),
giving, for each 7-structure A, the carrier of A. When there
is no ambiguity, |A| is denoted simply by A.
Usually the static framework will be the model part of
an institution, hence Sig will be a category, St will be a
functor St: Sigop  Cat, and |&| a natural transformation
|&|: St  Fam b Sortsop; anyway, in this paper we never
deal with signature morphisms. On the contrary, morphisms
in St(7) will be considered in the sequel, but we prefer to
introduce them later, since a d-oid category can be defined
even ignoring the morphism part in the static framework.
From the intuitive point of view, static structures model
possible configurations of a dynamic system; for each struc-
ture A, the elements of |A| are the objects existing at a given
moment in the system.
We introduce now dynamic operations (modeling evolu-
tion of the system). If S is a set, then [S] denotes S _ [4];
we use [s] for ranging over [S]; i.e., [s] stands for either
an element of S or for the empty string. A dynamic opera-
tion can be thought as a Pascal-like procedure or function
(with side effect); hence, it has functionality of the form
either s1 } } } sn O (the state is an implicit argument, there is
a tuple of explicit arguments, and the result is a new state)
or s1 } } } sn O s (analogously, but returning also a value
result).
Moreover, for a complete analogy with the static case, we
allow constant dynamic operation symbols, of functionality
s or null, to be distinguished from parameterless operations,
which always have the state as an implicit argument.
Constant operations just define a constant instant structure,
while nonconstant operations define a transformation of an
instant structure into another one.
In what follows let ST=(Sig, Sorts, St, |&|) denote a
static framework.
Definition 2.2 Let 7 be a signature with sorts
S, ASt(7) be a class of static structures; for every
w=s1 } } } sn # S*, set
Aw=[(A, a ) |A # A, ai # Asi , \i=1, ..., n].
v For every [s] # [S], a constant dynamic operation m
over A, of sort [s], consists of a structure A$ # A, and, if [s]
is nonnull, a value a$ # A$[s] . We write m=(A$[, a$]) .
v For every w=s1 } } } sn # S* and [s] # [S], a (noncons-
tant) dynamic operation m over A of functionality w O [s] is
a partial map which associates with every (A, a > # Aw :
 a transformation of A, i.e., a triple (A, f, A$) , where
A$ # A and f : |A|  |A$| is an S-family of partial maps;
 if [s] is nonnull, a value a$ # A$[s] .
We write f : A O A$ for (A, f, A$) and m((A, a ) )=
( f : A O A$[, a$]); f is called tracking map and denoted by
m(A, a ) .
Definition 2.3. A dynamic signature over a signature 7
with sorts S is a pair D7=(7, DOP) , where DOP is a
(S*_[S]) _ [S]-family of symbols called dynamic opera-
tion symbols;
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v if dop # DOPw[, s] , then we write
dop: w O [s];
w is the arity of dop, and [s] is the sort;
v if dop # DOP[s] , then we write
dop: [s];
dop is called a constant dynamic operation symbol of
sort [s].
In what follows let D7=(7, DOP) be a fixed dynamic
signature. For simplifying the notation, we do not admit
overloading; i.e., if dop # DOPw, s , and dop # DOPw$, s$ , then
w=w$ and s=s$.
Definition 2.4. A d-oid over D7 is a pair
A=( |A|, [dopA]dop # DOP) ,
where
v |A|St(7) is a class of static structures over 7, called
the class of the instant structures of A;
v dopA, for dop: w O [s], is a dynamic operation of
functionality w O [s];
v dopA, for dop: [s], either is undefined or is a constant
dynamic operation of sort [s].
In the following, if A is a d-oid, then we denote |A|
simply by A, when there is no ambiguity. Notice that we do
not specify any particular requirement on the tracking map
associated with a transformation. This generality allows us
to model object creation (the map is not surjective), object
disposal (the map is partial), object merging (the map is
not injective). The given unconstrained notion is a key
ingredient in the free construction of dynamic terms.
Notice, moreover, that the elements in some particular
carriers may correspond even to values like real, integers,
and other basic data structures. As already pointed out in
the introduction, that corresponds to seeing values as ``con-
stant'' objects that always exist and never change. If one
wants to stress the difference between objects and usual
values, then a specialized version of d-oids can be adopted,
where an explicit ``value part'' is introduced, as defined
below. Anyway, in a paper more devoted to a basic mathe-
matical presentation, we prefer to give a unified treatment
which does not distinguish between pure values and proper
objects.
Definition 2.5. A dynamic signature with a value part is
a pair (D7, 7V), where D7=(7, DOP) is a dynamic
signature and 7V is a signature s.t. 7V 7. Then a d-oid
with a value part over D7 is a pair (A, AV) , where
A=( |A|, [dopA]dop # DOP) is a d-oid over D7, AV is a
structure over 7V , and the following conditions hold:
v for each A # A, A |7V=AV
v for each dop: w O [s], (A, a ) # Aw ,
if dopA((A, a ) )=( f : A O B[, b]) ,
then f is the identity over |A |7V |.
Here A |7V denotes the 7V-reduct of A, i.e., intuitively the
structure obtained from A ``forgetting'' sorts and operations
which are not in 7V .
2.2. D-oid Morphisms
We develop a notion of morphism for d-oids in perfect
analogy with the static classical case; it is a map compatible
with the operations. Basically, that map associates with
each instant structure A in the source d-oid A an instant
structure B in the target d-oid B, and a map from |A| into
|B|. Note that a definition of d-oid morphism does not need
that St(7) is a category. If it is the case, then it is possible
to define d-oid morphisms ``on top'' of morphisms in St(7).
Definition 2.6. Given two classes A and B of static
structures over 7, an instant morphism from A into B,
written ,: A  B, is a total map which associates with
each structure A in A a structure B in B and a map
,A : |A|  |B|. If St(7) is a category, then an instant
morphism over St(7) from A into B, is defined analogously,
with ,A : A  B being a morphism in St(7).
Definition 2.7. Given two d-oid A and B over D7, a
d-oid morphism , from A into B, written ,: A  B, is an
instant morphism from A into B such that the following
conditions hold:
1. for every dop: [s],
if dopA=(A[, a]) and ,(A)=B,
then dopB=(B[, b]) [and, if ,A(a) is defined, then
,A(a)=b];
2. for every dop: w O [s], (A, a ) # Aw ,
if
dopA((A, a ) )=( f : A O A$[, a$]) ,
,(A)=B and ,A(a )=b ,
then
dopB((B, b ) )=(g: B O B$[, b$]) ,
,(A$)=B$ [and, if ,A$(a$) is defined, then
,A$(a$)=b$],
,A$( f (a))== g(,A(a)) for every a # A.
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If St(7) is a category, then a d-oid morphism , over St(7)
from A into B is an instant morphism over St(7) from A
into B such that 1 and 2 hold.
Here and in what follows == denotes strong equality, i.e.,
it indicates that the two sides of the equality are either both
defined and equal or both undefined.
Definition 2.8. The category of d-oids over D7,
denoted by Doid(D7) has d-oids over D7 as objects and
d-oid morphisms as morphisms. The identity morphism
over A associates, with each A # A, A itself and the identity
map idA : |A|  |A|; the composition of two morphisms
,: A  B, : B  C, is the morphism  b ,: A  C, defined
by:
for each A # A,
if ,(A)=B, (B)=C,
then ( b ,)(A)=C, ( b ,)A=(B b ,A): |A|  |C|.
If St(7) is a category, then the category of d-oids over D7
and St(7), denoted by Doid(D7, St(7)) is defined
analogously, taking d-oid morphisms over St(7) as
morphisms.
The proof that the above definitions are justified can be
found in [4].
3. DYNAMIC TERMS
3.1. An Explanatory Premise
Our aim is the extension of the notion of a term in the
dynamic case. Dynamic terms should satisfy some natural
requirements:
v every semantic element in a d-oid, hence both instant
algebras and their single elements, is represented by a term,
for an appropriate family of variables;
v for any given d-oid and any valuation of free variables,
there is a unique valuation of terms;
v whenever the static terms are a free structure, then the
dynamic terms are a free d-oid, for the appropriate categori-
cal structures and functors;
v finally terms can be seen as derived dynamic opera-
tions with the same semantic meaning.
We provide a construction satisfying all the above
requirements which also enjoys the property of a unique
canonical representation. Since this representation is based
on a rather subtle technical device, it is worthwhile to help
the intuition with some explanations.
There are two classical notations for dynamic expressions
(terms), illustrated by the following example, where t,
possibly decorated, denotes a static term:
(1) z :=t; x :=dop1(t 1); y :=dop2(x, z); op(x, y, z)
(2) let z=t in
let x=dop1(t 1) in
let y=dop2(x, z) in op(x, y, z) endlet
endlet
endlet
The first notation is typical of imperative languages; the
second one, which borrows some applicative style, also
introduces explicitly a binding policy. In both expressions
the variables (x, y, z) are introduced in order to memorize
instant values denoted by terms, because later these terms
may denote other values since the instant algebra may
change as an effect of a dynamic call; e.g., the value of t may
change after dop1(t 1), while in dop2(x, z), z refers to the
value of t before dop1(t 1).
While both styles have their merits and are quite
reasonable for a programmer viewpoint, neither is good for
representing terms, for two basic reasons: the representation
is not unique (easy to check) and, moreover, the use of
binding variables seems an unnatural feature for the notion
of term, where every syntactic element should correspond to
a semantic feature of the model (here a d-oid). Indeed the
representation we propose for a term with the same seman-
tic meaning of the above expressions is
(3) dop1(t 1); dop2(R, M(t)); op(M(R), R, M(M(t))),
where dop2(R, M(t)) and op(M(R), R, M(M(t))) corre-
spond to dop2(x, z) and op(x, y, z) in (1). In dop2(R, M(t)),
R and M(t) correspond to x and y, and in op(M(R), R,
M(M(t))), M(R), R, and M(M(t)) correspond to x, y, and
z, respectively. More precisely:
v in dop2(R, M(t)), R is an overloaded symbol to
indicate the value result of dop1(t 1), and, in M(t), M is an
overloaded symbol to indicate the tracking map associated
with dop1(t 1). So M(t) represents the value, in the state
reached with dop1(t 1), into which the value of t in the initial
state is mapped;
v in op(M(R), R, M(M(t))), the three arguments respec-
tively represent the value into which the value result of
dop1(t 1) is mapped in the state reached after dop2(R, M(t)),
the value result of dop2(R, M(t)), and the value into which
the value of t in the initial state is mapped (already denoted
by M(t) in the previous state).
It is important to note that overloading R and M does not
introduce any ambiguity; the outermost R and M always
refer to the value result, if any, and to the tracking map of
the last dynamic call. We also believe that a very nice feature
of the above representation is that every element has a
semantic counterpart in the model: a dynamic call is a trans-
formation in the d-oids, semicolon (concatenation) is
composition of transformations, M is the tracking map, and
R is the value result of a call.
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The example should have given an idea of the general
form of a dynamic term. Dynamic terms over an S-sorted
family of variables X are an [S]-sorted family. The dynamic
terms of null sort are called dynamic sequences and have
the form dop1(t 1); ...; dopn(t n), i.e., they are sequences of
dynamic calls. Note, however, that t k denotes a tuple of
terms including appropriate R's and M's according to the
state reached after dopk&1(t k&1); more precisely, denoting
by ds a generic dynamic sequence, in ds; dop(t ) the terms in
t are now elements of T7 (Gen(ds)), where Gen(ds) denotes
a family of generators inductively defined over ds and 7, the
signature for static terms. The dynamic terms of sort s have
the form ds; t with t # T7 (Gen(ds))s .
Finally, a subtle point to be noticed is that, differently
from the static case, constant dynamic sequences and terms
do not coincide with dynamic sequences and terms without
variables. The difference is the same one which holds
between constant dynamic operations and dynamic opera-
tions with no parameters. For instance, if cdop: is a constant
dynamic operation, dop: O is a (nonconstant) dynamic
operation, then cdop is a constant dynamic sequence, while
dop is a nonconstant dynamic sequence without variables.
As semantic counterpart, the evaluation of a constant
dynamic sequence gives an instant algebra, while the
evaluation of a nonconstant dynamic sequence, even
without variables, is parameterized on an ``initial state'' (an
instant algebra) and gives a transformation of this initial
state.
1. for any dop: [s]
|&dop Gen(dop)=<[[R [ s]]
2. for any dop: w O [s] and t # T7 (Gen(ds))w
|&ds
|&ds; dop(t )
Gen(ds; dop(t ))=M(T7 (Gen(ds)))[[R [ s]]
3. for any t # T7 (Gen(ds))s
|&ds
|&s ds; t
4. X |&4 Gen(4)=X
5. for any dop: w O [s] and t # T7 (Gen(ds))w
X |&ds
X |&ds; dop(t )
Gen(ds; dop(t ))=M(T7 (Gen(ds)))[[R [ s]]
6. for any t # T7 (Gen(ds))s
X |&ds
X |&s ds; t
FIG. 1. Dynamic terms.
3.2. Term D-oids
Let St(7) be the class of the structures over an S-sorted
signature 7. We say that (T7 , eval) is a term structure for
St(7) iff
v for every S-family of sets X, an S-family of sets T7 (X)
is given, the family of terms over 7 and X; X are the gener-
ators of T7 (X) (or also the variables);
v for every structure A # St(7) and every valuation map
of the generators in A, r: X  A, a map evalA, r: T7 (X)  A
is given, s.t.
evalA, r(x)=r(x) for any x # X.
Notice that, even for well-know classical cases, T7 (X) is
not always a structure in St(7); for example, this is the case
of nonstrict algebras (see, e.g., [3]), where the term
structure is not a nonstrict algebra. Also, even when T7 (X)
is a structure in a category St(7), it may well be that the
evaluation map is not a morphism in St(7); this is, for
example, the case of partial algebras with total homo-
morphisms (see, e.g., [7]), where the algebra of terms is the
usual total algebra, but the evaluation morphism is a partial
strict homomorphism.
Notation. We assume in the following a universe X
including all the variables we use. If X is an S-family of sets,
x # X, s # S, then X[x [ s] denotes the S-family defined
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by X[x [ s]s=Xs _ [x], X[x [ s]s$=Xs$"[x], for each
s${s. We abbreviate the empty family [<s]s # S by <,
<[x [ s] by [x [ s]; moreover, we extend these notations
to tuples (X[x [ s ] and [x [ s ]) with the obvious meaning.
Definition 3.1. Let D7=(7, DOP) be a dynamic
signature over 7 with sorts S and (T7 , eval) be a term
structure for St(7). Then, for every S-family of variables X,
the [S]-sorted families DTD7 , DTD7 (X) of, respectively,
constant and nonconstant dynamic terms over (D7, T7 (X))
are defined in Fig. 1, where we write
v |&ds for ds # (DTD7)4=DSD7 (constant dynamic
sequences)
v |&s dt for dt # (DTD7)s (constant dynamic terms of
sort s)
v X |&ds for ds # DTD7 (X)4=DSD7 (X) (nonconstant
dynamic sequences)
v X |&s dt for dt # DTD7 (X)s (nonconstant dynamic
terms of sort s).
The definition in Fig. 1 is by multiple induction along
with the definition of Gen(ds), the (S-sorted family of the)
generators of the terms associated with ds. By 4 we denote
the empty string, with the convention 4; ds=ds and 4;
t=t, and by R and M two special symbols not belonging to
X and D7. If F=[Fs]s # S is an S-family of sets, then by
M(F ) we denote [M(Fs)]s # S with M(Fs)=[M( f ) | f # Fs].
As before we use the square brackets [&] for denoting
something optional.
We can now show that dynamic terms can be given the
d-oid structure. The construction follows the intuition that
a dynamic sequence ds denotes a state T(ds), whose elements
have the form ds; t (i.e., T(ds)=[ds]_T7 (Gen(ds))); the
dynamic operations are then defined, using M as the
tracking map of T(ds) into T(ds; dop(t )).
Definition 3.2. Let D7=(7, DOP) be a dynamic
signature over 7 with sorts S and (T7 , eval) be a term
structure for St(7). Then, for every S-family of variables X,
the term d-oid TDD7 (X) over D7 and X is defined as
follows:
v |TDD7 (X)|=[T(ds)|ds # DSD7 _ DSD7 (X)], where
T(ds)=[ds]_T7 (Gen(ds)) (the elements of T(ds) are also
written ds; t for (ds, t) );
v for any dop: [s] in DOP, dopTDD7 (X)=(T(dop)[,
dop; R]);
v for any dop: w O [s] in DOP, dop TDD7 (X)((T(ds), ds;
t ) )=( f : T(ds) O T(ds; dop(t ))[, ds; dop(t ); R]) , where
f =dopTDD7 (X)(T(ds), ds; t ) is defined by f (ds; t)=ds; dop(t ); M(t).
We usually write ds; t for (T(ds), ds; t ) since no
ambiguity arises; more generally, for a fixed ds we can use
the elements of T7 (Gen(ds)), instead of the elements of
T(ds).
It is easy to check that the definition is consistent with the
definition of a d-oid.
Now we can show that dynamic terms have the unique
evaluation property that is usual in the static case. First, we
point out how the notion of valuation of variables is trans-
formed in passing from the static to the dynamic framework.
In the static case, a valuation of variables in a structure A
is a map from X into |A|: for evaluating terms we just need
to associate values with variables. In the dynamic case, a
valuation of variables in a d-oid A is a pair (r, A) , where
A is an instant structure in |A| and r is a (static) valuation
into A: for evaluating dynamic terms, we need an ``initial
state'' (the instant structure A) in which variables take their
initial values. Note that A is needed even for evaluating
(nonconstant) dynamic terms without variables.
For the moment we only assume that static terms have an
associated evaluation map; later we will consider the case
when such evaluation is a morphism in the category of
7-structures.
Notation. If r: X  A is a valuation map and y is a
variable, a # As , then r[ y [ a]: X[ y [ s]  A is the
valuation map defined by r[ y [ a]( y)=a, r[ y [ a](x)=
r(x), for each x{y. We denote by <A the empty map from
< into A.
Theorem 3.3. Let D7=(7, DOP) be a dynamic
signature with sorts S, (T7 , eval) be a term structure for
St(7) and X be an S-family of variables. Then, for every d-oid
A over D7 and every valuation of variables in A, i.e., a pair
(r, A) , written r: X  A with A # |A| and r: X  |A|, there
exists a unique d-oid morphism evalA , r: TDD7 (X)  A
from the term d-oid over D7 and X into A s.t. (we write
evalA , r(ds), evalA, rds for eval
A, r(T(ds)), evalA, rT(ds) , respec-
tively):
v evalA , r(4)=A and r is the restriction of evalA, r4 to
Gen(4)=X (we say that evalA , r extends r);
v for each ds, if evalA, r(ds)=B and r$: Gen(ds)  B is
the restriction of evalA, rds to Gen(ds), then eval
A, r
ds coincides
with evalB, r$: |T(ds)|  |B| (we say that evalA, r coincides
with eval).
The morphism evalA, r is defined inductively over the
structure of dynamic sequences by the following inference
rules:
1. evalA, r(dop)=B, evalA, rdop =eval
B, <B[[R [ b]] , dopA=
(B[, b])
2. evalA, r(4)=A, evalA, r4 =eval
A, r
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3.
evalA, r(ds)=B, evalA, rds (t )=b
evalA, r(ds; dop(t ))=C, evalA, rds; dop(t )=eval
C, r$
dopA((B, b ) )=( f : B O C[, c]) ,
r$(M(t))= f (evalA, rds (t)), for each t # T7 (Gen(ds))
[r$(R)=c].
Proof. 1. Since evalA, r has to be a d-oid morphism,
the compatibility condition over constant dynamic opera-
tions (see Definition 2.7, 1) requires that evalA, r(dop)=B
and, if dopA=(B, b) , also evalA, rdop (R)=b; thus, since
Gen(dop)=<B[[R [ b]] and evalA, r has to coincide
with eval, we get 1.
2. Since eval A , r has to extend r and to coincide with
eval, we get 2.
3. The compatibility condition over nonconstant
dynamic operations (see Definition 2.7, 2) requires that
v evalA , r(ds; dop(t ))=C;
v if dopA((B, b ) )=( f : B O C, c) , then evalA, rds, dop(t )
(R)=c;
v for each t # |T(ds)|, evalA, rds; dop(t )(dop
TDD7 (X)
ds; t (t))=
f (evalA, rds (t)).
Thus, since Gen(ds; dop(t ))=M(T7 (Gen(ds)))[[s [
R]], we get 3. K
It is interesting to note that we have not required the term
construction over 7 and X to be a free construction; if that
is the case, then we have an analogous free construction for
the dynamic case.
Theorem 3.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3,
assume, moreover, that St(7) is a category, T7 (X) is an
object in St(7) and (e: X  |T7 (X)|, T7 (X)) , where e is the
embedding map, is a universal map for X w.r.t. |&|, for any
S-family of sets X. Then the term d-oid TDD7 (X) is a d-oid
in Doid(D7, St(7)) and
(e: T7 (X)  |TDD7 (X)|, TDD7 (X)) ,
where e is the embedding map, is a universal map for T7 (X)
w.r.t. |&|, for any S-family of sets X; i.e., for every d-oid A
over D7 and St(7) and every valuation of variables in
A, r: X  A, there exists a unique morphism evalA , r in
Doid(D7, St(7)) s.t. evalA, r4 =eval
A, r.
Proof. Since now T(ds)=[ds]_T7 (Gen(ds)) is an
object in St(7) for every ds, we have that TDD7 (X) is an
object in Doid(7, St(7)). Moreover, from the definition of
evalA , r in Theorem 3.3, and the fact that evalA, rds has to be
a morphism in St(7), we get that 1 and 3 are now the unique
way of defining evalA, rds , under the initial condition that
evalA, r4 =eval
A, r. K
3.3. Term Evaluation
Here we consider dynamic terms as [S]-sorted elements
of a language and show how their evaluation can be given
on the basis of the unique evaluation morphism defined
above; then dynamic terms are also seen as derived dynamic
operations. Moreover, we present an equivalent direct
evaluation of dynamic terms, which is guided by, but does
not use explicitly, the construction of TDD7 (X). We need
some preliminary definitions and results.
Definition 3.5. For any given d-oid A and any
valuation of variables r in A, we define inductively a family
mr of maps indexed over nonconstant dynamic sequences
mr4=idevalA , r(4)
mrds; dop(t )=dop
A
(B, b ) b m
r
ds if eval
A , r(ds; t )=(B, b ).
It is easy to check that
mrds : |eval
A , r(4)|  |evalA , r(ds)|.
Definition 3.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3,
for any given d-oid A over D7 and any valuation r: X  A
of variables X into A, the valuation of dynamic terms w.r.t.
A and r, denoted by & A , r, is defined by
ds A , r
=B if |&ds, evalA , r(ds)=B
ds; t A , r
=(B, b) if |&ds, evalA , r(ds)=B and evalA, rds (t)=b
ds A , r
=mrds : A O B if X |&ds and eval
A , r(ds)=B
ds; t A , r
=(mrds : A O B, b) if X |&ds,
evalA , r(ds)=B, evalA, rds (t)=b.
The above definition corresponds to the evaluation of the
language of terms T7 (X) over a signature 7 in the static
case.
Fact 3.7. If X1 X2 , r1 : X1  A, r2 : X2  A, r1 r2
with free(ds; t)X1 , then & A , r1 and & A , r2 coincide.
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1. dop  (B[, <[[R [ b]]]) dopA=(B[, b])
2.
ds  (B, r$)
ds; dop(t )  (C, r")
(V)
3.
ds  (B, r$)
ds; t s (B, tB, r$)
t # T7(Gen(ds))s
4. 4 w
r
(idA : A O A, r)
5.
ds wr ( f : A O B, r$)
ds; dop(t ) w
r
( g b f : A O C, r")
(V)
6.
ds wr ( f : A O B, r$)
ds; t w
r
s ( f : A O B, tr$)
t # T7(Gen(ds))s ,
where (V) stands for
dopA((B, t B, r$) )=( g: B O C[, c])
r": M(T7(Gen(ds)))[[R [ s]]  C
r"(M(t))=g(tB, r$), for any t # T7(Gen(ds))
[r"(R)=c].
FIG. 2. SOS-evaluation of dynamic terms.
As it happens in the static case, where a term can be seen
as a derived operation, here a dynamic term can be seen as
a derived dynamic operation.
Definition 3.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem
3.3, for any given d-oid A over D7, the semantics of a
dynamic term as a derived dynamic operation in A,
ds A: if |&ds
ds A: s if |&s dt
ds A: s1 } } } sn O if X |&ds, free(ds)=[x [ s ]
ds A: s1 } } } sn O s if X |&s ds, free(ds)=[x [ s ]
is defined by
ds[; t] A
=(B[, b]) if ds[; t] A , r=(B[, b])
ds[; t] A((A, a ) )
=( f : A O B[, b]) if free(ds)=[x [ s ],
ds[; t] A, <A[x [ a ]=( f : A O B[, b]).
We propose also an independent definition of the
evaluation of terms, both as values and derived dynamic
operations, which has the advantage of being directly given
by a SOS-like (see [23]) inductive definition. Since the
basic definition of evaluation is justified by the term d-oid
construction, we state the new definition as a proposition
(indeed we have to prove that they coincide; the proof is left
to the reader).
Proposition 3.9. Under the assumptions of Definitions
3.6 and 3.8 and with the definition of wr [s] in Fig. 2, where
for any r: Y  A we write tr for eval A , r(t)
ds A
=B if ds  (B, r)
ds; t A
=(B, b) if ds; t s (B, b) ,
ds A((A, a ) )
= f : A O B if free(ds)=[x [ s ],
ds wwww
<A[x [ s ]
( f : A O B, r$)
ds; t A ((A, a ) )
=( f : A O B, b) if free(ds)=[x [ s ],
ds; t wwww
<A[x [ s ]
s ( f : A O B, b$) .
4. A LANGUAGE OF DYNAMIC EXPRESSIONS
4.1. Dynamic Expressions
We propose now a language of dynamic expressions
which is semantically equivalent to the language of dynamic
terms, but which is more convenient for practical purposes.
It adopts a let-in style that makes explicit the introduction
of binding variables and their scopes. On the basis of this
language, adding a conditional operator and recursion, we
can build a kernel language which looks a unifying
framework for imperative and functional programming; at
least the pattern is the same as the one pioneered by
McCarthy [19] in proposing a mathematical foundation
for applicative programming (exemplified by LISP); you
have a data structure over which to build a language of
terms and get a kernel applicative language just by adding
a conditional operator and recursion.
First we define the dynamic expressions, a subset of which
is called the kernel (dynamic) expressions. The terminology
is justified since every dynamic expression can be translated
into a kernel (dynamic) expression. Finally, we give a
translation of kernel (dynamic) expressions into dynamic
terms, and this indirectly establishes the semantics of
dynamic expressions. Their semantics can also be given
directly in SOS style.
Definition 4.1. Let D7=(7, DOP) be a dynamic
signature over 7 with sorts S and X be an S-sorted family
of variables. The [S]-sorted families of constant and
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1. X |&s t t # T7(X)s
2. (a) X |&[s] dop(t ) dop: w O [s], t # T7(X)w
(b) |&[s] dop dop: [s]
3. (a)
X |&[s] dop(t )
X |&dop(t )
(b)
|&s dop
|&dop
4. (a)
X |&s1 de1 X[x [ s1] |&[s2] de2
X |&[s2] let x=de1 in de2 endlet
(b)
X |&de1 X |&[s] de2
X |&[s] let de1 in de2 endlet
5. (a)
|&[s1] de1 [x [ s1] |&[s2] de2
|&[s2] let x=de1 in de2 endlet
(b)
|&de1 < |&[s] de2
|&[s] let de1 in de2 endlet
let de1 in de2 endlet is also written de1 ; de2 .
FIG. 3. Dynamic expressions.
nonconstant dynamic expressions over D7 and X, respec-
tively denoted DED7 and DED7 (X), are defined inductively
in Fig. 3, where we write
X |&[s] de for de # DED7 X[s]
|&[s]de for de # DED7[s] .
The families of basic (dynamic) expressions are those defined
by rules 1 to 3. The families of kernel (dynamic) expressions
are those defined by rules 1 to 5 with the constraint that in
clause 4 and 5 de1 denotes a basic expression.
Free, binding, and bound variables are defined as usual in
the case of let-in constructs.
Definition 4.2. The following clauses define an [S]-
sorted family T1& of maps, translating generic dynamic
expressions into kernel expressions:
1. T1be=be, for any basic expression be;
2. T1let [x=] be in de endlet=let [x=] be in
T1de endlet;
3. T1let [x=] let [ y=] de in de$ endlet in de"
endlet=T1let [z=] de in let [x=] de$[ y [ z] in de"
endlet endlet, z  free(de") _ free(de$).
Here and in what follows de[ y [ x] denotes the dynamic
expression obtained replacing each free occurrence of y in de
by x.
Fact 4.3. For any dynamic expression de, T1de is a
kernel expression with the same sort of de.
Proof. By induction over the structure of dynamic
expressions,
v If de is a basic expression, then the thesis follows
directly by 1.
v If de=let[x=] de1 in de2 endlet (rules 45), then the
thesis follows by arithmetical induction over the number of
let-in in de1 . Indeed, if de1 contains no let-in, i.e., de1 is a
basic expression, then rule 2 has to be applied and the thesis
follows by the inductive hypothesis over the structure; if de1
is in turn of the form let[ y=] de3 in de$1 endlet, then rule 3
has to be applied and the thesis follows by the inductive
hypothesis over the number of let-in, which has been
decremented. K
Now we show that the kernel expressions can be
translated into dynamic terms. We may assume, without
any loss in generality, that all binding variables are distinct
and disjoint from the binding ones.
Definition 4.4. The [S]-sorted family T2& of
maps, translating kernel expressions into dynamic terms, is
defined by the following clauses:
1. T2t r=tr
2. (a) T2dop(t ) r=dop(t r); R, for X |&s dop(t )
(b) T2dop r=dop; R, for |&s dop
3. (a) T2dop(t ) r=dop(t r), for X |&dop(t )
(b) T2dop r=dop, for |&dop
4. (a) T2let x=t in ke endlet r=T2ke r[x [ tr]
(b) T2let x=dop(t ) in ke endlet r=dop(t r);
T2ke M(r)[x [ R]
(c) T2let dop(t ) in ke endlet r=dop(t r); T2ke
M(r)
5. (a) T2let x=dop in ke endlet r=dop; T2ke
M(r)[x [ R]
(b) T2let dop in ke endlet r=dop; T2ke M(r),
where
v ke denotes a kernel expression, where all binding
variables are distinct and disjoint from free variables;
v r denotes an environment from identifiers to terms,
with the usual updating notation r[x [ t];
v tr denotes the evaluation of t in the environment r, i.e.,
the term obtained from t by replacing the variables
according to r (analogously for a tuple t r);
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v M(r) is the environment defined by M(r)(x)=
M(r(x)).
The dynamic term associated with ke is T2ke <.
Fact 4.5. For any kernel expression ke, T2ke < is a
dynamic term; moreover, T2  is sort preserving, i.e.,
X |&[s] ke iff T2ke < # (DTD7 (X))[s]
|&[s] ke iff T2ke < # (DTD7)[s] .
Proof. In order to prove the thesis we need to prove the
following stronger property:
X[x [ s ] |&[s] ke
iff T2ke[x [ t ] # (DTD7 (X))[s] , t # T7 (X)s .
That can be proved in a straightforward way by structural
induction. K
As a result of our translation we get indirect semantics for
dynamic expressions; however, a very easy direct semantics
can be done, in an SOS style like the one used for dynamic
terms in the previous subsection. This semantics is shown in
Fig. 4. Of course, it can be checked that the two semantics
coincide, as shown below, in two steps.
1. t =O
r
s (idA : A O A, a) r: X  A, t # T7 (X)s , t
A, r=a
2. (a) dop(t ) =O
r
[s] dopA((A, a ) ) r: X  A, dop: w O [s], t A, r=a
(b) dop O[s] dopA dop: [s]
3. (a)
dop(t ) =O
r
s ( f : A O B, b)
dop(t ) =O
r
f : A O B
dop: w O s
(b)
dop Os (B, b)
dop O B
dop: s
4. (a)
de1 =Or
s1 ( f : A O B, b) de2 ======O( f b r)[x [ b]
[s2] ( g: B O C[, c])
let x=de1 in de2 endlet =Or
[s2] ( g b f : A O C[, c])
(b)
de1 =Or f : A O B de2 ====Of b r
[s2] ( g: B O C[, c])
let de1 in de2 endlet =Or
[s2] ( g b f : A O C[, c])
5. (a)
de1 Os1 (B[, b]) de2 ====O[x [ b]
[s2] ( g: B O C[, c])
let x=de1 in de2 endlet O[s2] (C[, c])
(b)
de1 O B de2 ==O<B
[s2] ( g: B O C[, c])
let de1 in de2 endlet O[s2] (C[, c])
FIG. 4. Evaluation of dynamic expressions.
Fact 4.6. 1. The translation T1  defined in 4.2
preserves semantics as in Fig. 4, i.e., for any dynamic
expression de,
de =O[s] (B[, b])
iff T1de =O[s] (B[, b])
de =O
r
[s] ( f : A O B[, b])
iff T1de =O
r
[s] ( f : A O B[, b]) ,
for any valuation r: X  A of variables.
2. The translation T2  defined in 4.4 preserves
semantics, as defined in Fig. 4 and Fig. 2, i.e., for any kernel
expression ke,
ke =Os(B[, b])
iff T2ke < ws(B[, b])
ke =O
r
[s] ( f : A O B[, b])
iff T2ke < w
r
[s] ( f : A O B[, b]) ,
for any valuation r: X  A of variables.
Proof. 1. By induction over the structure of dynamic
expressions,
v If de is a basic expression, then the thesis follows
directly by rule 1 in 4.2.
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let x=de1 in de2 endlet ==O[r]
[s2] ( g b q b p: A O C[, c])
de1 ==O[r]
s1 (q b p: A O B, b)
de3 ==O[r]
s3 (p: A O D, d) de$1 =======O( p b r)[ y [ d]
s1 (q: D O B, b)
de2 =========O(q b p b r)[x [ b]
[s2] ( g: B O C[, c])
let z=de3 in let x=de$1[ y [ z] in de2 endletendlet ==O[r]
[s2] ( g b q b p: A O C[, c])
de3 ==O[r]
s3 ( p: A O D, d)
let x=de$1[ y [ z] in de2 endlet =======O( p b r)[z [ d]
s1 ( g b q: D O C[, c])
de$1[ y [ z] =======O( p b r)[z [ d]
s1 (q: D O B, d) de2 ==============O(q b ( p b r)[z [ d])[x [ b]
[s2] ( g: B O C, c)
FIGURE 5
v If de=let [x=] de1 in de2 endlet, then the thesis
follows by arithmetical induction over the number of let-in
in de1 .
Indeed, if de1 contains no let-in, i.e., de1 is a basic expres-
sion, then rule 2 in 4.2 has to be applied and the thesis
follows either by rule 4 or 5 in Fig. 4 and the inductive
hypothesis over the structure.
If de1 is, in turn, of the form let [ y=] de3 in de$1 endlet,
then rule 3 in 4.2 has to be applied.
Hence T1de=T1de$, where de$=
let [z=] de3 in
let [x=] de$1 [ y [ z] in de2 endlet
endlet
for some z  free(de$1) _ free(de2).
By the inductive hypothesis over the number of let-in's,
the thesis holds for de$, i.e.,
de$ ==O
[r]
[s2] (h: A O C[, c])
iff T1de$ ==O
[r]
[s2] (h: A O C[, c]).
Since T1de=T1de$, for getting the thesis, it is enough
to show that
de$ ==O
[r]
[s2] (h: A O C[, c])
iff de ==O
[r]
[s2] (h: A O C[, c]).
We consider, e.g., the case in which both x, y are present
(the others are analogous).
Applying the rules in Fig. 4, we get for de, de$ the two
inference trees shown in Fig. 5.
Comparing the two inference trees, it turns out that for get-
ting the thesis it is enough to prove the following two facts:
de1 ==O[r]
[s2] ( f =q b p: A O B, b)
iff de$1[ y [ z] =======O( p b r)[z [ d]
s1 (q: D O B, b)
de2 ========O( f b r)[x [ b]
[s2] (g: B O C[, c])
iff de2 ===============O(q b ( p b r)[z [ d])[x [ b]
[s2] (g: B O C, c) .
The first fact follows from the semantic consistency of the
variable renaming (which can be easily proved by
induction). The second fact follows from the hypothesis that
z  free(de$1) _ free(de2).
2. In order to prove the thesis we need to prove the
following stronger property: for any kernel expression ke,
for any valuation r: X  A of variables,
ke ======O
r[x [ t r]
[s] ( f : A O B[, b])
iff T2ke[x [ t ] w
r
[s] ( f : A O B[, b]) .
That can be proved by structural induction. K
4.2. Towards a Kernel Language
Like terms in the static case, dynamic expressions can be
used as the starting point for building a language for defining
dynamic operations. In this subsection we show, as an
example of a construction which can be introduced in the
language, a conditional operator (assuming that the
underlying data structure includes booleans; i.e., formally
every instant algebra has the algebra of booleans as a
subalgebra) whose semantics is as follows (we show the
case of nonconstant dynamic expressions; the other is
analogous):
de =O
r
bool ( f : A O B, true) , de1 ==Of b r
[s] ( g: B O C[, c])
if de then de1 else de2 endif =Or
[s] (g b f : A O C[, c])
de =O
r
bool ( f : A O B, false) , de2 ==Of b r
[s] ( g: B O C[, c])
if de then de1 else de2 endif =Or
[s] ( g b f : A O C[, c])
Then recursive definitions are easy to handle, following the
style of inductive semantics (see [1, 2, 9]). We add dynamic
operation variables to the signature (generic element did )
and consider recursive declarations (we show here a single
declaration for simplicity) of the form
did (x1 , ..., xn)=de, free(de)=[x [ s ],
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where in the dynamic expression de only did may appear of
the dynamic operation variables. Then its semantics in A is
(we show the case of nonconstant dynamic expressions; the
other is analogous)
de =====O
[x  a ]
[s] ( f : A O B[, b])
did (t ) =O
r
[s] ( f : A O B[, b])
, r: X  A, t A, r=a .
Finally, it is convenient to allow in the kernel language
compound dynamic expressions defined by (e.g., in the
constant case)
|&s1 de1 , ..., |&sn den
|&[s] dop(de1 , ..., den)
, dop: w O [s]
which is an abbreviation for
let x1=de1 in
let x2=de2 in
} } }
let xn=den in dop(x1 , ..., xn) endlet
} } }
endlet
endlet
4.3. An Example
In this subsection we illustrate by a simple example how to
give the semantics of an imperative language by translation
into the language of the preceding section. We consider the
following syntax.
program ::= command
command ::= identifier :=expr |
command1 ; command2 |
while expr do command endw |
if expr then command1 else
command2 endif |
with identifier : t begin command end
We are not interested in detailing syntax and semantics of
the expressions of the language, thus we only assume for
them a signature 7VAL with sorts T and a static structure
VAL over 7VAL (e.g., a total or partial algebra) giving the
interpretation of the operators.
In the classical denotational schema, the interpretation of
the syntactic elements is given within a semantic algebra.
Analogously, we fix here a d-oid W (for ``while language'')
within which to evaluate (dynamic expressions corresponding
to) the elements of the language.
The d-oid W is over the following signature (we use some
syntactic sugar):
dynsig D7W =enrich 7VAL by
sorts [loct | t # T]
opns
[contt : loct  t | t # T]
dynopns
[init: ,
assignt : loct , t O ,
newt : O loct | t # T]
The d-oid W is defined as follows:
Instant structures,
A # |W| iff
A | 7VAL=VAL,
Aloct # ^fin(Loct) for each t # T.
Here ^fin(A) denotes the class of the finite subsets of A and,
for each t # T, Loct denotes an infinite set of locations of
type t.
Dynamic operations,
v initW=A0, where A0 # |W|, A0loct=<, for each t sort
in 7VAL .
v assignWt (A, l, v)=id |A| : A O A$, where A$ # |W|,
|A$|=|A|, contA$=contA[vl] and the interpretation of the
other operations in A$ is like in A.
v newWt (A)=e: A O A$, where A$ # |W|, A$loct=Aloct _
[nl(Aloct)], nlt : ^ fin(Loc t)  Loct is a function s.t. nl(lset) 
lset, e: |A|  |A$| is the embedding, and the interpretation of
the other operations in A$ is like in A.
T1program=init; T1command
T1identifier :=expr=assignt(identifier, expr),
where t is the type of expr
T1command1 ; command2 =T1command1 ;
T1command2 
T1while expr do command endw=whileexpr, command
where whileexpr, command is the dynamic operation
defined by
whileexpr, command=if expr then command;
whileexpr, command else skip endif,
skip stands for the dynamic sequence 4
T1if expr then command1 else
command2 endif=
if T1expr then T1command1 else T1command2
endif
T1with identifier : t begin command end=
let identifier=newt in T1command endlet
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5. CONCLUSION
The availability of free structures is rightly considered a
distinguishing feature of sound and elegant mathematical
theories. Here, as a main result (Section 3), we have shown
the existence of a free structure for a setting lifting to the
dynamic case the classical algebraic theory of static data
types. The close analogy with the construction of the
(absolutely) free algebra of terms is enforced by the
property of unique canonical representation. Concerning
this representation, it has been pointed out by A. Tarlecki
and M. Wirsing that the technique for the elimination of
variables, by means of M and R, in the construction of the
term d-oid is reminiscent, although in a very different setting,
of the technique used by De Brujin [8] for eliminating
variables in the lambda notation. Although being unaware
of this connection when devising the technique and leaving
open the question of how far that connection goes, we
think that remark gives more weight to the belief that our
approach can be seen as an attempt at unifying imperative
and functional programming styles. Indeed we consider
the kernel language of Section 4 the true extension of
McCarthy's applicative paradigm to the dynamic
imperative case. This viewpoint is also supported by the
analogy with what has been achieved by Moggi in the
categorical monadic approach leading to the ``evaluation
logic'' [20], where dynamicimperative constructs can be
handled in a framework upgrading the usual categorical
treatment of applicative languages. In this respect, it is inter-
esting to mention that Moggi has provided a monadic
version of d-oids, which can be lifted to handle higher-order
features.
The idea of modeling states as algebras is quite natural
and not new; probably the earliest appearance is in some
papers by Maibaum and others [18] and by Ganzinger
[13] at the 1981 ``IFIP Formal Description of Programming
Concepts Conference''; then it has been used in the functional
approach to object modeling by Goguen and Meseguer [15],
in the semantics of COLD [21], in the evolving algebra
approach by Gurevich [17], and more recently by Gaudel
and Dauchy [11, 10], much extending some ideas already
hinted to in a paper by Gaudel [14] in the above-quoted
IFIP Conference.
By far the most related work is the evolving algebra
approach by Gurevich [17] and the one by Gaudel and
Dauchy [11, 10, 14]. In [4], we have commented on
analogies and differences with those two approaches in
some detail. Here it is enough to say that the work of
Gurevich and others (notably E. Bo rger and D. Rosenzweig,
see e.g. [24]) has nothing to do with the theory of data
types, while it is aimed at providing a method for defining
the semantics of existing languages at various levels of
detail, and has been now successfully achieved for many
important languages. The promising work of Gaudel and
Dauchy concerns specifications that we do not address here
and not the basic underlying model theory. In a sense, the
main result of this paper, i.e., the free d-oid construction,
qualifies precisely the nature of our work as a mathematical
framework for upgrading to the dynamic case the classical
algebraic approach to data types, including in particular the
dynamics into the structure (for a different more traditional
approach, see the work of Breu [6]).
It is worthwhile to mention that the general approach
where states are algebras that can be modified by operations
and in particular our work on d-oids has been assumed as
a guiding idea for advocating a proposal for abstract
dynamic data types in an even more general sense, in the
context of graph grammar transformations, by Ehrig and
Orejas [12]. Various attempts are currently under develop-
ment for applying the above dynamic data type framework
to model object oriented features (see, e.g., [16, 22]).
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